BELOGORODKA, UKRAINE
PARTIAL LIST OF HOLOCAUST VICTIMS

The following list of Holocaust victims from Belogorodka was compiled by an elder Jewish resident
from Belogorodka (living in Izyaslav as of 1999). The purpose for the creation of the list was its
inclusion in the series of “Memory Books” published by the government of Ukraine. According to
the author of the list, about 300 Jews (from the 600 Jews in Belogorodka) were murdered by the
Nazis. This list was provided to a representative of the Routes to Roots Foundation in the Russian
language by the mayor (as of 1999) of Belogorodka and was provided with no restrictions about
usage or publication. The list has not been further verified. According to the Yad Vashem website,
there are 127 names in their database of victims born in Belogorodka.

PARTIAL LIST OF PEOPLE WHO DIED IN BELOGORODKA DURING THE HOLOCAUST
From the 600 Jews in this town, about 300 were murdered by the Nazis
HEAD OF
HOUSEHOLD

BORN/
DIED

OCCUPATION

Albert, Josef, killed by Nazis
his son, Meier
Meier’s wife, Klara
his wife (killed by Nazis)
his son, unknown (killed by Nazis)

1883
1916
1917
1884
1915

photographer
(to America)
(to America)

Armin, Gedal
his wife, killed by Nazis
son, Mottel
son, Chaim
son, Nitzel
all of the family killed by the Nazis

1880

furniture maker

Bespalko, Elik, killed by Nazis
his wife: Liba (killed in ghetto in Izyaslav)
his daughter, Sonya, killed (with her children) by Nazis)
his daughter, Babcia, killed by Nazis with her children
his daughter, Itka, killed by Nazis with her children
his son, Leibel, moved to Israel
his son, Moshko, fate unknown

1883

Fuks, Male (killed in Izyaslav)
wife, killed by Nazis
son
daughter, Nunya

1885
1886
1918
1917

1915
1916
1917

metal worker

1916
1917
1918
1910
1920
tailor
went to Siberia

Groiser/Greiser, Eshko
1885
his wife, and daughter (who was raped in front of her father)

makes wooden furniture

Greiser, Chana
her daughter and husband died in Izyaslav

teacher

1915

Katz, Chaskel
1883
teacher
soldier in 1914; killed by Nazis
wife also was killed, at age 37
son, Semyon
1919
soldier
died near Izyaslav (his name on memorial plaque; in 1998, someone took his name off the plaque)
Katz, Semyon (son of Abram)
killed by Mr. Petelko, Ukrainian police
his wife, Katz, Chana (daughter of Yakov), died in Izyaslav
his son, Yakov,
his daughter, Bella, died in Izyaslav near the Polish church)
his son, Abram
his son, David

1885-1942
18921925-1970
192119281932-

furniture maker

soldier

Leskov, Male (killed in 1937 in Belogorodka)
wife and daughter killed by Nazis in Izyaslav.

pharmacist

Reich, Male

worked in post office

his wife
his daughter, Pesya, died in Izyaslav
his son, Ela, died in Izyaslav

1915
1914

pharmacist

Reich, Male
killed in Yalta (in prison)

1913

bookkeeper

Roitenberg, Simcha, died in Izyaslav
his wife, died in ghetto in Izyaslav
his children: Nachman
Isaak, Buziaha
one son worked in Kiev in 1946
son, Moise
daughter, Chana with baby in hand

1883

food products

1917

1915
1914

Roitenberg, Scheindel
her daughter also was killed
Roitenberg, Moishe
his wife also was killed

1885

produces sunflower oil

Roitenberg, Isaak

1915

Roitenberg, Elik

1917

Shachna, Male (killed in 1937 in Belogorodka)
his wife, killed by Nazis
daughter, Nusia
lived at 3 Komenterna Street, apt. 23, in Kiev, in 1945
daughter, Itka

1880

1919

went to Siberia

Shopnik, Chemka
his wife

1885

shoemaker

Shopnik, Abram, died near Berlin

1912-

officer in the army

lead worker

1917

Shopnik, female (2)
Shopnik, maleTsitrin, Josef, killed by Nazis in 1941
1880-1941
his wife: Anna
1878
son, Zaida
son, Abrum
1910 (moved to U.S. in 1996)
son, Bil/Belle
son, Gregory
daughter
granddaughter, now lives in Izyaslav
some family moved to St. Petersburg and lived on 8 Marta 40 Street;
later immigrated to St. Louis
Tuler, Male
1883
factory/sunflower oil
his wife
Russians took the factory
This family escaped to Odessa in 1949, living in Borman’s house on Shepkina Street
daughter and son also went to Odessa.

Valdman, Zelik
his father
his mother
all of the family was killed by the Nazis

1917
1880
1881

bookkeeper
grain warehouse

Zeit, Yoska
his wife

1884

metal worker

Zeit, Avrum
lives in Israel now

1917

pilot

